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Abstract

This study aims to identify and discuss the American vision towards the Arabian region in general, the Islamic phenomenon, and the Palestinian problem through the American authority positions in the region in particular. The American president Bosh "the son " divided the world into two divisions; the world of good and the world of evil, claiming he represents the world of good, and that the Arabian and Islamite world represents the evil world.

This situation was clear after the incidents of 11th September 2001 against the World Trade Center by the base or Alqa'edah organization, when the United States declared war against Afghanistan and Iraq claiming the war against terrorism. The results of this extravagant war represented in the involvement of America in an impetuous adventure without a reasonable count of its future consequences.

This study will intend to analyze the American policy towards the Arab region, and the Palestinian problem in light of the some facts which discussed in the article.
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1. Introduction

After the incidents of 11th September 2001, on the United States of America, the middle east region had become a scene for two simultaneous wars; the United States' war against terrorism, and the Israeli war against the Palestinian revolt or ( Intifada ), a case that is considered to be a unique status. In the Second Gulf War and what followed, it was not in the welfare of the United States of America to join Israel in the war, since the U.S.A sought to form an international alliance that includes Arab and Muslim states to bombard Afghanistan which is considered to be a source of terrorism as the domination of Taliban movement and the existence of Bin Laden on its territories, a man who once had been an allied for U.S.A, and who was considered with his organization, 'the base or AL-Qaeda' fighters against the previous U.S.S.R for freedom, therefore, the participation of Israel in such an alliance led by U.S.A with the participation of a number of Arab states that refuse to be with Israel in the same trench, forced U.S.A to exclude Israel from this alliance.

Though, the discourse about the middle east and the Arab region in particular after this crisis, is a discourse about the American policy in this region which became very sensitive after the consequences of these incidents, and the resulted effect that could change some of the international system about a leader, that has had a great role in the re-from of the international setting since the U.S.S.R breakdown, and the autocracy of the world leadership, and the arrival of the Arab system to the highest levels of weakness, dispersion and frustration, with the arrival of the Israeli government to the highest level of using the armed force against the Palestinian uprising.

At the final outcome, the United States traced its-middle east-Arab policy according to the above data. In its campaign against terrorism, the United States listed Iraq on the list of terror powers, with the claim that Iraq is seeking to gain mass destruction weapons and creates serious danger that threatens the international peace and security in the world. On the other hand, the American administration, with the concern of the Islam Political phenomenon, divided the world into two divisions, the good one which is 'America ' and the other evil one which is the Islamic, and between terrorism and democracy, then, the phenomenon of Bin Laden came to reiterate
addressing previous ideas of what is called religious severity. This study will intend to analyze the American policy towards the Arab region, and the Palestinian problem in light of the following facts:

First: the effects of this incident on the American policy.

Second: the American vision of the Arab region and the reflection of this vision on its policy.


2. The Effects of the 11th Sep 2001 Crisis on the American Policy

The crisis shaped an essential turning point in the United states history as well as the international relationships history, and the dominant concepts in the international relationships, also it affected the internal American policy, and the American foreign decision makers in a way that showed hostility to the United States and the international system it rules.

This development concerned the American administration which adopts the philosophy of pragmatic school in the international relations, with its vision of the international system as a system featured by mess, and the military force as the appropriate way of banning chaos and achieving the international stability, as a result, the American administration inclined to the use of force against the states which are classified by the American as (renegade states), especially the states that provide shelter and weapons to what is called by Washington; the international terrorism and its organizations. As it is known to the international community, the more the international system is the sole polar the more military act is dominant in the international communication processes, and that the foreign policies of the great states are connected with the foreign policies of the dominant states. This was the case with the United States that started preparing the war against the organizations and groups it called terrorist before four years. Therefore, the United states has a one fold vision towards Arabs and Muslims, specially on the religious-cultural level, while Muslims do not have such a vision towards the United states, although they recently leaned to share a hostiles vision towards it on the political level.

What is new on the international system after 11th Sep is the dedication of the United States as the only pole on the international power scale. This led to the result of marginalizing the U.N and its organizations since the United State transgressed them totally in its war against terrorism.

In the strikes of 11th Sep, are the ramified of the gulf war, this war took place in the way we knew, because the world had entered under the system of the military dominated solitary pole. At that time, the Arabs couldn't perceive completely this fundamental development with it all dimensions. Especially what the 1900s, of the past century witnessed serious attempts from the European Union to create an independent policy different from that of the United States towards the middle east region.

This development came as a result of several reasons, the most important one is the breakup of the U.S.S.R, and the collapse of the eastern front, and the appearance of new dangers that threaten the European security and stability, and the Europeans who were strongly supporting and combining the United States before the attacks did not hide their dissatisfaction and even anger towards the American revenge administration in Afghanistan.

It seems that the globalization powers led by the United State of America were involved in this war after the declaration. The American policy came into act by the president's deputy Deck Cheney on 21st March 2002, in his journey of the onset of the second stage of the globalization war that was declared by Deck Cheney's president on the 11th March 2002, after 6 months of the 11th Sep incidents, after Deck Cheney visits of 10 states; Britain, Jordan, Egypt, Saudi Arabia, Yemen, Qatar, Bahrain, Israel, and Turkey within 10 days.

The quick success achieved by the United States in Afghanistan provides significant evidence on the extent of obedience of most of the great states to the American desire and willingness, while other great states seek to avoid the involvement in a commercial, political or media war with Washington, this gives the United States an additional power to impose its will, and identifying terrorism according to what it wants, and to judge the other states and peoples in accordance with its images of the international system.

As it appears, the war against terrorism is on the opposite of what the president George Bush promised after the Gulf war, to establish a new international system based on a strict application of international law principles and the subdivided concepts of justice and the appreciation and respect of peoples’ rights and states sovereignty, he had promised the Arab to work seriously to achieve a quick and fair peace compromise for the Arab-Israeli conflict.

However, the American administration sought to gain Arab-Muslim cover for its war, since this war will be against a Muslim country Afghanistan, this coverage the U.S.A sought is an Arab-Muslim coverage which is identical to the coverage it attained in the Arab summit (in Cairo, on 10th August 1990) after the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait.
Nevertheless, there was a difference between the two incidents, since it is natural to reject this coverage by some Arab countries, and to refuse any kind of wars at this stage, particularly after the U.S consideration that the Palestinian state is a secure part in its vision of solving the Palestinian dilemma on the base of keeping Israel safe and secure.

The war of the American administration is an open war in the place, the time, the methods and styles. Consequently, the puzzle of the American policy became the corner stone in the United States relations with the globe countries, it charged the Arab with these incidents, and after the domination of the right reserved American on the American policy, and its belief that Israel is the defender of the American interests in the region and the support of Israel consideration as an ethical and religious duty, and for Israel's obvious hostility against the Arab countries which the right reserved American considers as a source of terrorism.

All of this, led the American administration in its war in Afghanistan to be a theoretical translation of the dissertation of the American thinker Samuel Hinton regarding "the civilizations clash" as it is portrayed by media as a war on freedom and democracy, and the 'way of our life'. Thereafter, this concept spread and supported by the American Public Opinion, transferred to Europe and Britain in particular. This concept accuses the Islamic civilization, describes it with retardation, considers Islam and Muslims enemies of the western civilization under such international system, attempting to neglect understanding the causes that led to the phenomenon of using force and to discriminate between terrorism and the national liberation movement and fighting against occupation.

One problem of the United States war against terrorism is the disengagement of Israel from the world alliance against the international terrorism, a position that receives the United States acceptance and satisfaction in order to encourage some Muslim and Arab states to join the international alliance anyway, with the knowledge that Israel used this opportunity to reoccupy some of the liberated territories in the west bank and Gaza strip. Consequently, the Israeli media started concentration on the idea that Israel solely fights terrorism and bears a great deal of loss for this. On the opposite, it could convince the United States that its war is against Arab and Muslim terrorism, and some Europeans share this wrong and unfair vision towards Islam. For example, the notions released by the Italian prime minister Silvia Berlusconi when he regarded western morals system in the west as better than that in the Islamic world.

Regarding the situation in the middle east according to this new regime, all standard turned upside down in accordance with the interests of American and its allied Israel, and the United states conversely distinguished between the occupation and the resistance of occupation, it considered the resistance of occupation in Palestine as terrorism, while it considered the Israeli occupation to Palestine us defense procedures but not terrorism.

The result of this alliance between America and Israel in this regime or system is that, the Arab viewed the United States as an allied for terrorism although its leadership of war against terrorism in the world, as it adopts the Israeli vision towards the events in the middle east, as the security counts exceeded the proper bounds of diplomacy in the field of international relations, the most serious consequences of the declared war against terrorism is the relative success of Israel in using this war by giving the impression that the Palestinian uprising (or intifada ) is a terrorist phenomenon, and each Palestinian opposite is a terrorist, and all is to delude the world, it did so in the context of the war against terrorism in the world. The strikes of 11th Sep 2001, had a great impact on the American people, even the decision- makers in Washington seriously started viewing the current world system and the American strategy, this was after the characterization of president Bush to the enemy which is the terrorism represented in the person of Osama Bin Laden and his international organization, and by several system of the extremists in the Islamic countries, this was during his speech on the battle against the coming terrorism. The lines of this American policy became obvious after 9 days of the strike (on 20th September, 2001 ), after speech of president Bush before the Congress, where the most prominent features of the American broad strategy are identified, through which the campaign against terrorism will release after the concentration on two main points; the continuity and containment, regarding this he said "our war against terrorism starts by the base organization in Afghanistan, but it would not end there, it wouldn't end until we find all the terrorist groups in the world, besiege and defeat them, any nation in the world should take its decision right now, to be with us or with the terrorists, from now and upward, any nation continues providing lodgings for terrorism will be considered by the United States regime a hostile country. You must immediately and permanently close each terrorist encampment and extradite all the terrorists, give the United States a complete access to the terrorist encampments, otherwise, you share them the same destiny".

Following the military campaign in Afghanistan, on the 7th October, 2001, until these days, the world finds itself in front of a new stage of the American war against terrorism, therefore, the United States had a military strategy that has its own features which appeared before the incidents of 11th Sep in few years, when some terrorist operations took place against the American interests and buildings a broad, as the case with the explosions of its two
embassies in Kenya and Tanzania in 1988, in addition to the suicide attack against the American destroyer U.S.S Col and the death of 17 marine soldiers, and the growing hostile policies of some regional powers against the United States as the case with North Korea and Iran after these countries owned ballistic missiles capable to bear nuclear heads, and as a result, the administration of the American president purposed a comprehensive confrontation using all its military, political, economic and social capabilities. It is clear that this strategy which started by the American military dissemination in several countries round the world far away of the Arab region and also non-Islamic states, in an attempt by the American administration, we can say that the dissemination operation is executed within the framework of the battle against terrorism everywhere regardless the area or state.

The change in the political and strategically trends was clear in the speech of several American decision-makers of both the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the Defense Ministry, and also in the speech of those who work in the centers of research and investigation, the lecture that was organized by Kurt Campbell, the deputy of the president for Strategy and International Security Center which is established as a result of New York and Washington strikes, Zbeinguze Broaniski briefed his address by the following:

a. The war against terrorism has multi-faced aspect, which may lead to open more than one front.
b. The United States should not limit its enemy in the person of Osama Bin Laden or his organization.
c. The long period of war in Afghanistan has negative effects on the American interests.
d. The discrimination between the Islamic jurisprudence and terrorism should be accomplished.
e. It is necessary to distinguish between the states that support terrorism and the states that provide lodgings for terrorism.
f. The American community should be reorganized to be ready for new strikes.
g. The necessity to revise the political visions of the United States regarding the international community and to examine the reasons of fault.

As a result, the American strategic identification of the enemy was developed, and after the domination of the notions that the enemy is represented by the renegade states, the notion of containment and its application after the Gulf war, the identification of renegade states represented by features such as terrorism sponsorship, the American response against terrorism was accomplished by the containment of the renegade state to itself, or working on overthrowing the regime or depilating it. On the Arab states level, the American policy distinguished through the 1990s, of the past century by a great tendency to interfere, and as a result for the human interference principle and its application for the first time in the north of Iraq, there were many forms of the American interference in the interior affairs of the Arab countries, as the case in Sudan, Egypt, and Saudi Arabia, this was accompanied with several American attempts to attenuate the confrontation states that have boarders with Israel, through exerting pressure on the authorities in Syria and Lebanon to prevent them from developing their military arsenals, this conduct led to the adoption of adopt resistance in Lebanon to fight the Israeli projects and plans in the occupied part of its territory.

The result of all these situations, led the official Arab stand to the worst extreme of complain. On the one hand, and to worry and embarrassment on the other, after achieving two objects within the strategic system of the middle east; first, the United States released Israel's hand and could put an end to the middle east project which the American strategy sought, and the American attempt to cover the Israeli's exceeding the proper bounds and limits agreed upon which led to the anger in the Arab public opinion, after this system lost the controls.

3. The American Vision for the Arab Homeland and the Islamic Phenomenon

The American administration did not treat the Arabs as a civilized lobby that has its own individual identity, instead it preoccupied by the Middle East sense that embraces a solid group of strategic interests, in the 1970s; the American administration had broken up the region according to the detachment principle between Israel vicinity and the petroleum gulf. Following 11th Sep strikes, the American administration attempts to re-trace the Middle East map to include Pakistan, central Asia including Afghanistan. Hence, the American policy undertook two position in the Arab region; first, the project of eliminating the regime in Iran which the American administration propagated since 2001, although the Arab parties dissatisfaction. Therefore, the Middle East which includes the Arabs since the 11th Sep became the first party whereas America the second one.

The declared American goals within the framework of dealing with the consequences of 11th Sep will lead to the explosion of problems in the face of the United States which its policy aims to unconditional surrender by the Arab states and people through using power, it was appropriate for the United States to examine the causes that led to the terrorist acts on the United States on 11th sep 2001. The Islamite (Alqa'edah) who were accused with the United
States during the (Mujahedeen) or fighters war in Afghanistan against the Soviet Union or U.S.S.R, and when these fighters felt that the United States used them as a temporary means to achieve its goals, they turned to retaliation on their consideration that the United States is the radical enemy of their people's ambition. In addition, the United Stated had to deal with the incidents through examining the causes that led to the effects, which are represented by the feelings of external tyranny in particular due to the Israeli practices on the one hand, and the internal tyranny as a result of the regimes supported by the United States which was unable to provide the minimum degree of democratic political development, which in turn paved the way for the appearance of extremist trends on the other.

In the Arab summit, which took place in Beirut on 28th March 2002, a historical step had been taken to adopt a peace initiative which clearly identified the required commitments to establish permanent and fair peace, where the Arab show their willingness to end the Arab- Israeli conflict, and to enter a new phase of peace relations in exchange for Israeli withdrawal from all the occupied Arab territories with its capital, the east Jerusalem, and to attempt the approach to fair solution of refugees on the base of 194 decision of the General Association of the United Nations, but this initiative of peace responded to by an Israeli military attack on the Palestinian people in their cities and domiciles. the American- Israeli demonstration within a series of reactions on the Arab initiative by signaling the hold of International Regional Conference that excluding the Palestinian president Yasser Arafat as well as the European Union.

4. The American Vision of the Islamic Phenomenon

The American administration intended since its early concerns in the Arab region to employ the contradiction between Islam and communism in the thought, methodology, and regime style against the U.S.S.R. and to employ this contradiction in the face of the ascending Arab Nationalism in the 1950-60s of the twentieth century, because the United States felt that alliance with Islamic powers and groups doesn't from actual danger on its interests as it supported its platoons and patrons their conferences as long as they accomplish the goals of the American policy. The controversy and conflict took place between the Islamite groups, when these groups felt that they were used and excluded without achieving their project.

In addition, the United States support to the non-democratic Arab and Muslim regimes, empowering them to continue was one of the controversy reasons between the two parties. As a result of these powers rejection of the unqualified regimes which are unable to eliminate the man's tyranny in these countries, either the internal, and a division had happened between the authority and the community which led to the birth of trends that seek a path to express themselves far from the official channels and the legal rules of the political movement.

This Islamite phenomenon received the attention of several west universities and research centers. A great amount of studies dealt with this phenomenon either positively or negatively, although the American administration conceived Islam erroneously, it could not differentiate between the care of religion and the product of the social and political conditions that Muslims live, the American administration linked between Islam, terrorism and violence and not to recognize the other, it viewed the strife or (jihad ) as a method of offense but not a legal way to drive back hostility and attaining justice, freedom and get rid of tyranny.

The United States treatment with the Islamic phenomenon after the incidents of Sep came in the same superficiality it dealt with before, but the present quarrel is that the Islamic phenomenon in the past phase had positive benefits for the United States policies (Afghanistan's situation ), but at the present time, the ambitions of the Islamic phenomenon exploded in the face of the United States which viewed it again with the same superficiality since it reduced all the phenomenon in the security and intelligence procedures in particular, it considered the base organization, and the Islamic political groups in general, groups of murderers and terrorists, and that their tendency to violence is a part of the Islamic nature, their Islamic culture impedes them from understanding and conceiving the western values represented in human rights and democracy.

5. The United States and the Palestinian Case after the Attacks

In the first place, the United States dealt with the Palestinian issue and contention with negligence and depreciation. Moreover, it equated between the Israeli occupation and the whole people struggle, considering the interrelated violence between parties that are equal in power and rights, Thus, the third millennium came but the Arab and Muslims didn't find enough methods to protest against the American policies but through the clash method in Iraq or the Taliban one in Afghanistan or through violence waves. Although the difference among these methods, they expressed the frustration situation in the Arab and Islamic world as a result of legal demands especially in Palestine.

As result of the above, the American administration after the incidents of 11th Sep dealt with the armed battle as a
sort of terrorism. Thus the American administration could provide the Israeli cabinet with all its needs, practically, it cut the links with president Arafat, also it worked on impeding all international efforts that aim to send international forces to the Palestinian territories, opposed the notion of sending international observers, it remains practicing pressures on the National Palestinian Authority.

The most important is that the United States does see the continuous Israeli hostility against the Palestinians as a kind of self-defense, and so it continued asking the Palestinians to what it calls "actions of violence and terrorism". The second stage of the war against terrorism, the attempt to extenuate the extensity of the American support to Israel, with an obvious goal which is paving the way to hit Iraq. Several times, Washington encountered embarrassment by Israel, one of them is that, when Sharon himself said, "the Jews dominate the United States and the Americans knew this".

Based on the above, the United States announced the consignment of General Anthony Zany to resume his efforts to approach a security agreement to suspend confrontations and to discuss the execution of "Tenit" report but after investigating the implementation of the recommendations of Mitchell's Committee regarding the political side.

Whereas the United states aims to sign a Palestinian - Israeli security agreement, that paves the way to enter investigating the implementation of the recommendations of Mitchell's Committee regarding the political side. The mission of Cheney was opposite to his previous tours when he declared that he will resume his efforts to achieve his goals, but nothing concrete has happened on the real ground, even the United states intervention to lift sanction on the Palestinian president's residency and the Cradle Church was according to regional and international considerations that are in the Israeli and American interests at the end, although the apparent goal is to agree on cease-fire and to get into the stage of political negotiations.

Thereafter, new American developments had happened which represented in symbolic concrete steps, when the security Council issued its 1397 decision which is for the first time of the Arab-Israeli conflict stipulated a call to establish an independent Palestinian State near Israel, the issuance of this decision came in accordance with the American inclination, to extenuate the Arab resentment regarding its continuous consolidation to the Israeli policy, and to attain the Arab agreement to hit Iraq, the American unwillingness to join Europe in the peace process and the political solution without a green light from America. As a result, the initiatives of the European states towards the Arabs - Israeli struggle became ineffective in running events for the American inflexibility and unwillingness of the European participation in the Middle East or other region.

Under the confrontations with the Israeli occupation, the national Palestinian unity seemed immune against penetration, the extensive pressures by Israel and America with an occasional participation by Europe, did not succeed to drag the Palestinian authority to explode a civilian war, this was apparent where all the Palestinian trends were wise in administrating the struggle and elapsed the only opportunity to put an end to the Palestinian Intifada or revolt.

The alliance and congruence between the United States and Israel in the region after the incident of 11th Sep to achieve their various goals, the most important one is the attempt to averting the creep of technology and atomic materials and achievement to states described as renegade by America, and according to the now expression of president Bush " the evil axis " and prevent these state even the moderate ones from owning or getting them, to preserve the Israeli military qualitative superiority.

Although the support of the states of European Union including France in particular to the Saudi initiative issued by prince Abdullah, the regent of Saudi Kingdom in Feb. 2002, the United States had its own reservation on this initiative at the beginning, then it saw positive points with this initiative although it called for the first time by the Saudi government to complete recognition and normalization of relations with Israel by the Arab states in exchange for the Israeli pullback from the Palestinian occupied territories in 1967, even though it considered an Arabian initiative, the united states evaded and didn't attempt to practice pressure on the opposite side"Israel" to approximate the points of view to immediately approach the negotiations table.

The Arab had staked on the American which was expected to be more uprightness and unbiased towards Israel on the base that it is possible to convince the American Administrations to separate the American interests from the Israeli ones, since alignment to Israel by America will lead to damage the America interests. Moreover, some Arabs were staking that the Israeli strategic value in relation to the American interests in the region had lost its core with the end of the cold war and the fall of the Soviet Union.

After 11th Sep and under the administration of President Bush and its clear bias to Israel, and under the rule of the Israeli right-wing cabinet, it was clear that this stake had lost its value, unless some essential modifications are done.

It was apparent that the Palestinian uprising was the first victim of the American war against Afghanistan, as the
United States still exert pressure on the Palestinian Authority-on the base that the resistance is unjustified particularly by the Islamite movements to soothe the situation and back to negotiations on the base of "Mitchell Committee Report" which ended the two tracks; the Syrian and Lebanese of its accounts after the American administration described the Palestinian people legal resistance against Israel war as violence.

The other reason for the American concern is represented in Deck Chaney tour in the region to convince the Arab states to support the war against Iraq, which requires freezing the Palestinian-Israeli confrontation and to attempt paving the way for negotiations. The military escalation with its destructive effects, generated intense European critics against Sharon's policy, as a result, the American foreign minister Colin Powel expressed his criticism to Sharon in which he said," there is no benefit for accounting the slain on the Palestinian battlefield". There is no doubt that the United States desertion of its apathy and exercised actual pressures on Sharon which later brought forth when the later gave up his claim of the seven days of tranquility before any negotiations, and the " release of Arafat" as a result for the occurrence of two significant essential events that the American administration had to consider them in its policy in the middle east.

The first event; represented in the start of the American preparations to terminate its war rounds on what it called terrorism, which put the Iraqi regime on the front, while the other event represented by the approach of holding the Arab Summit (27-28 March 2002) which required America to take to take policies that relieve the Arabian congestion increased with the continuous Israeli escalation which may lead to increase in the official embarrassment for the states of the region.

These American movements, started with the declaration of sending General Zeini again to the region simultaneously with the issuance of 1397 proposal by the security council and states, " the right of the Palestinians in a state with secure borders," through the American interest in prince Abdullah initiative that calls for peace or total normalization basically related to the above developments, as it attempts to tickle the Arab emotions, demanding exerting pressure on Israel, and asking the Arab to support the military campaign against Iraq in opposite to freeze the Sharon's attack, all what the movements provided is the project vision of a Palestinian state, even the Arab adaption of the Saudi initiative which encountered with American coolness.

There are some who believe the existence of a bargain between American and Saudi Arabia, the Saudi proposes a bargain:" take Saddam and give us Sharon" which means, we are the Saudi wont impede the authority change in Iraq in case of bringing back the peace process, and Sharon tries to hit the potentiality of the bargain success.

Nevertheless, the American position or stand started a relative change in the favor of the Palestinian problem after the formation of the tetrad committee (the United Nations, Federal Russia, European Union, and the United States), the American call to establish a Palestinian state through three years, the meeting of president Bush on (19 Feb. 2002) with the foreign ministers of Egypt, Saudi Arabia and Jordan.

6. Conclusions

Through the above discussion of the American strategy and policy in the Middle East region towards the Arab states, the basics and ingredients of this policy since the events of 11 Sep, and through answering the following key inquiry: what are the bases and foundations of the American policy towards the Arab middle east countries after the events of 11th Sep in its main topics? It is obvious that since the 11th Sep strikes on the United States, the Middle East has been considered the first party and the United States the other in the last war on terrorism which included a war against states, groups, organizations and individuals. Since that period the Middle East is considered the stage for two simultaneous wars the Israeli war against the Palestinians, and the American war against what it calls terrorism, this situation is considered a new one. In the second gulf war and what came after, there were no uprising, the American and Arab were adhering to neutralize Israel, but the political situation after the events of 11th Sep, and period was different. Thus, talking about the middle east is considered to be about the Arab region after the events of 11th Sep 2001, it also about the United States policy in the region which is susceptible after the consequences of 11th Sep events and what they left of impressions that could change some features of the international solitary polar system of a pole that has had a crucial role in the restructuring of the international environment since the United States autocracy of the world leadership and marginalized the European role in the region, and the reach of the Arab system to the highest level of incompetence.

Although the American invitation to establish the Palestinian state within three years, the meetings of the tetrad committee to discuss the Palestinian situation, are no more than a theoretical profound unless its application on the real ground, and extenuating the endurance of the Palestinian people.
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